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ABSTRACT

A theory of the relative intensity of the various bands in a system of
electronic bands is developed by an extension of an idea used by Franck in

discussing the dissociation of molecules by light absorption. The theory
predicts the existence of two especially favored values of the change in the
vibrational quantum numbers, in accord with the empirical facts as discussed

by Birge.
A means of calculating the intensity distribution from the known constants

of the molecule is presented and shown to be in semi-quantitative agreement
with the facts in the case of the following band systems: SiN, A10, CO (fourth
positive group of carbon), I2 (absorption), 0& (Schumann-Runge system),
CN (violet system), CO (first negative group of carbon), N& (second positive
group of nitrogen), and N2 (first negative group of nitrogen).

In the case of I2 there is a discrepancy, if Loomis' assignment of n" values
is used, which does not appear if Mecke s original assignment is used. It is
suggested that at least some of the lower levels postulated by Mecke are real
but that absorption from them always results in dissociation of the molecule
and so they are not represented in the quantized absorption spectrum.

INTRODUCTION

t 'HE problem of the explanation of relative or absolute intensities
of spectral lines stands out today as one of the most important

in the whole field of spectroscopy. As yet the problem has hardly re-

ceived the necessary attention from experimental workers to make
attempts at quantitative theoretical treatment profitable. The experi-
mental difhculties of constructing controllable sources of excited materials
seem to be yielding but slowly to the tremendous efforts toward their
removal which are now being made. However, as is known, considerable

progress has already been made in the discussion of relative intensities
in the fine structure of lines (notably hydrogen Balmer lines in the
Stark effect) and more recently in the relative intensities in multiplets
in line spectra and of the various lines in the fine structure of individual
bands. '

When the fine structure of lines or bands is under discussion the
experimental problem is considerably easier, for in this case the diffi-

culties of the unknown variation of photographic sensitivity with wave-

"A preliminary account of this paper was presented at the meeting of the Pacific
Coast Section of the American Physical Society at Stanford University in March, 1926.

' Sommerfeld, Atombau und Spektrallinien. 4th ed. Chap. 5.
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length do not make themselves felt appreciably. But when relative
intensities are desired over long stretches of the spectrum, as between
the members of a series of lines in atomic spectra or as in a system of
bands in molecular spectra, the difficulties of photometric work present
themselves in their full force. The result is that today there are few

quantitative data in this field. In the case of the individual bands of a
system, —the special subject of this article, —one has only the
rough visual estimates of the observers; sometimes nothing better than
a knowledge of the presence or absence of the band in question under

very roughly described conditions of excitation and observation.
It seems worth while, however, to undertake an attempt at a theoretical

correlation of the outstanding characteristics of the observed data with

the quantum theory model for the emitter of the band spectra of diatomic
molecules. The theory presented here is one of the relative likelihood

of the various possible changes in the vibrational quantum number and
makes no attempt to explain the distribution of molecules in the initial
state. The distribution in the initial state, in cases approaching thermal

equilibrium, should be governed by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
law. This is apparently the case wt'thr'n the accuracy of the known data

for absorption spectra, where deviations from thermal equilibrium are
least important. ' The Maxwell-Boltzmann Iaw seems also to hold re-

markably well in some cases of violent electrical excitation in discharge
tubes where one hardly expects to find thermal equilibrium. Perhaps
this is a refiection of the fact that the Maxwell-Boltzmann law is one
of a sort of maximum chaos, and it matters not whether the chaos results
from disordered heat motions or irregular electrical conditions. To be
more concrete, if n' is the vibration quantum number of the excited
electronic state of the molecule and n" that of the normal state of the
molecule, then the theory presented here undertakes the discussion of
what Birge has called an e' progression for the emission process or an
n" progression for the absorption process.

One expects the considerations of which use is made in the model

discussed to be of ari approximate nature only. They are based on

certain kinematic relationships existing between the vibratory motions
in the two electronic states concerned. As the simple mode of discussing

the model is one which, without quantum theory, would yield fractional
changes in the vibrational quantum numbers, the question arises as to
the proper modification of the results of the continuous theory in order

' Chapter IV, Sec. 4, of National Research Council Report on Molecular Spectra
(in press). The writer is indebted to Professor R. T. Birge for the opportunity to use
the manuscript copy of this report.
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All of the expressions are, in fact, infinite series but the terms indicated
suffice for the analysis of most band systems. The derivatives of the
potential energy curve at its equilibrium point are given in terms of
the empirically determined, co', x, 80, n by the formulas

V'(rp) =0
V"(rp) = c'(2 )prPpppP

6V"(rp) pr&2B pic mpP—+1
v'A, 6&0'

V (r.) = — -[V"'(.,)]'—8—[V"(r.)]'
t "(r,) 6 chQ)p

V'"(ro) =—

Heisenberg, Zeits. f. Physik 33, 879 (1925); Born and Jordan, Zeits. f. Physik 34,
858 (1925); L. de Broglie, Ann. d. Physique 3, 22 (1925); Schrodinger, Ann. der Physik
79 459 (1926}.

' Sommerfeld, Atombau, 4th ed. , Chap. 9.
' The formulas are given by Born and Hiickel, Phys. Zeits. 24, 1 (1925). The nomen-

clature used here is that of the Report on Molecular Spectra.

to fit the discontinuous quantum theory. There is as yet no known way
of treating this problem so the present results are necessarily approxi-
mate.

In view of the fact that the latest development in the disentanglement
of the quantum enigma is in the direction of the substitution of another
kinematics' for the description of mechanical systems whose sizes are of

the order of Angstrom units it is thought best not to dwell too long on

the attempt to formulate this treatment exactly. Rather it is recorded

here as giving results in striking and partially satisfactory agreement
with the facts although with the expectation that a better treatment
must come through the application of the newer kinematics of Heisen-

berg, Born, and Jordan.
The modern quantum theory interpretation of electronic bands as

presented in Sommerfeld's "Atombau'" and in the National Research
Council Report on Molecular Spectra (in press) is adopted in this paper.
The quantization of the motion of a diatomic molecule leads to energy
levels associated with each electronic configuration which are specified

by a rotational and a vibrational quantum number, m and n respectively,
as given by the following formulas:
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in which c is the velocity of light and p is the harmonic mean of the
masses of the two atoms in the molecule.

2. GENERAL THEORY FOR ABRUPT STRUCTURAL CHANGES

The theory of transition probability which will now be developed is
. an outgrowth of a picture proposed by Franck for a mechanism for the
dissociation of molecules by absorption of light. ' Briefly Franck's picture
is as follows:

In a "cold" gas the molecules are not vibrating and are in their lowest
electronic level so that the nuclear motions are governed by V&(r). If
now a light quantum is absorbed which is of sufficient energy to bring
the molecule into an electronic excited state, it is natural to suppose
that in thus changing the electronic energy of the molecule no other
specific action is exerted by the light on the molecule. The absorption
of light merely substitutes a new law of nuclear interaction, say V2(r)
for the old one V, (r) But si.nce this new one has a different equilibrium

position, the atoms, at the instant after the absorption, will be away
from equilibrium and so start to vibrate. Should it happen that

Va(roi) ) V2

where V&, is the maximum value of V~(r) in the range roi&r&~
then the molecule will tend to execute oscillations of infinite amplitude,
i.e., the molecule will dissociate. Thus Franck contemplates the photo-
chemical dissociation of a molecule by a simple absorption of light.

It is natural to extend this point of view to the effect of an electron
transition in a molecule either in absorption or emission and whether the
molecule be vibrating in the initial state or not. The electron transition
is supposed to happen in a negligibly short time as compared to the
period of the nuclear vibrations. If the transition occurs at the instant
when the separation of the atoms is r and the relative momentum is

P, then one supposes that the transition does not alter the instantaneous
values of r and p„but merely substitutes a new potential energy function,
say V&(r), for the old one, say V, (r). The values of r and p„at the
instant of transition determine exactly a vibrational motion in the final

state.
In general, of course, the vibrational motion so determined is not one

of the states allowed by the quantum conditions. It becomes necessary,
therefore, to suppose that the vibrational motion of the final state is

not strictly governed by this principle but that it merely tends to take
up the quantized vibration nearest to the one indicated by this principle.

4 Franck, Trans. Faraday Society (1925).
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Here a certain ambiguity appears which is akin to that which occurs
in all other cases where attempts are made to reason accurately from

properties of the orbits, other than their energies.
It is easy to give a general analytical formulation of the action govern-

ing the vibrational transition. Disregarding rotation and writing p
for p„, and g for r one has for the Hamiltonian functions of the initial
and final states:

=p'
H, = +U, (—q)

2p,

=p'H2= —+ U2(q)
2'

If the motion in either state is soived by the Hamilton-Jacobi method
leading to the introduction of the action and angle variables, JINNI

for the initial state and J2zv2 for the final state one finds relations of
the form

P Pl(~1 22 1)

q
= ql(J1, Wl)

for the initial state,

and similar relations for the final state. On the assumption underlying
the work, if the electron transition takes place at an instant when the
initial values of J and m are JI,zvI then the values of J and m after the
transition, i.e. , J2 and w& will be given by the equations:

p2(+2 22 2) pl(J 1 a'1)

q2(A, 2212) =ql(jl &22|1)

Or solving these equations for J2 and m» one finds that:

J2 +2(+1~ 22 1)

2212 = 2212(+1, 221 1)

so that the final motion is wholly determined by the initial motion. By
the quantum conditions JI equals nIh and J& equals n&h where n& and n2

are integers. It is thus seen that the solution for J2 mill not, in general,
give an integral value. The phase of the final motion as given by w2

plays no role in the spectroscopic theory. Moreover m& enters through
a function which is periodic, with period 1 with respect to this variable.
Thus the full range of possible values of J2 corresponding to any JI.
is obtained by letting mI range from 0 to 1. From the general dynamical
theory mI increases linearly with the time. Failing any other indications
on this point, one may say that the electron transition is just as likely
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to occur at one instant as at another, and thus there is a definite prob-
ability assigned to each range of J2 to J2+dJ2.

It is clear that if all values of veI are equally probable then the values
of J& corresponding to the small values of dji/dw& will be strongly
weighted. But dJi/dwr ——0 give the maxima and minima of the possible
transitions so that these extremes are to be regarded as more probable
than the other allowed jumps.

But the uncertainty of how to treat the fractional n2 and the inaccuracy
of the experimental data make it fruitless to attempt to consider such

detailed questions as the accurate relative probabilities of the transitions.
For a given J~ there will be a maximum and minimum value of J2 given

by the theory. Moreover the most probable transitions, it will appear
later, are to the extremes of J2 if the times of electron transition be taken
as equally probable. Therefore in discussing the relationship of the

theory to empirical facts, only the extremes of J& for each J& have been

computed.
Looking over the theory as just developed, it is to be emphasized

that at least the extrema of J2 for each J& are governed entirely by the

energy functions V&(r) and Vi(r). These in turn, as has been pointed

out, are fixed by the positions of the bands in the spectrum. Thus there
are no adjustable constants appearing in the theory so that the vibrational

transition probabilities are sharply correlated with the structure of the band

system as regards Position in the spectrum.
The actual solution of the equations which present themselves in the

case of the non-harmonic oscillator is prohibitively lengthy. In the
following section the explicit formulas are developed for the case in

which all derivatives of Vi(r) and Vi(r), higher than the second, vanish

(harmonic oscillator). A graphical mode of treating the non-harmonic

case is also presented.

3. EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

In the case in which V, (r) and Vi(r) are parabolic the modes of

vibration are simple harmonic in both initial and final states and the

explicit development of the formulas is quite simple. Thus let us assume:

Ui(q) = -', E&(q
—

q o,) '

Ui(q) =2~&i(q —qoi)'

The solution for p and g in terms of Jand m for the harmonic oscillator
is well-known. ' One has for the final state:

' Born, Vorlesungen iiber Atommechanik, pp, 39, 57.
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ps(Js, ws) = v 2pp+scos2s w2

1 2J2 .
q, (J„ws) =qo~+ /

——sin2vr w,
2' IJ( P2

in which the frequency v& is related to the mass p, and the spring constant
K, by

Similarly for the initial state:

Py(Jlwy) = +2pp)Jycos27Iwy'

1 2Jg
qg(Jgw, ) =qo, +— —sin2xwg

2x Pvy

Equating the values of p and g at the instant of the electron transition
and writing d for go~ —go~.

'

v'2pv2Jacos2s w, = +2pvqJqcos2s w&

1 2J2 i 2J]——sin 2m. m&
——d+—$ —sin2m m &

2' / t,P2 2x' ~ PPq

Solving for J& in terms of J& and m& by elimination of w2'.

1 Pl P2 V2J2= 2s'pv~d'+ ——+—J~+2d 2s'pv, —sin2s w~ QJ~
2 Pg Py Pj

1 Vy

+————cos4+z & Jj
2 V2 Vy

The solution for w2 in terms of J& and w& is readily obtained but it is
not needed. Introducing the quantum integers n& and n& in place of
Jg .and J2.-

2K PP2 i Py P2 2% PP2 P2
~z~

—— -d'+ ——+—N~+2dg — —sin2m zi Qei
h 2 P2 vy h Vg

1 Py P2+————cos4m. mi mi
2 V2 Py

For brevity this will be written:

e2 ——A+ Be~+C+e~sine+De~cos20,

defining the coefficients A, B, C, D by comparison with the preceding
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equation. The extreme values of n& corresponding to any n2 are found

by the roots of dm&/d8=0 in the usual way. If C/4D+n, ~) I

Ng ——A+Bmg+CQN'"De'

and if ~C/4D+e'~ & I in addition to these also secondary maxima, given

by n, =(A —C2/SD)+ C2/4D+(8+D)n' the + sign being taken the
same as the sign of C/4D.

As has already been remarked, the extreme allowed transitions are
the most probable ones and therefore these equations for the extrema
give the bands which one expects to be strongest in a band system.

U(rl

Fig. 1. Typical relation of the potential energy curves, illustrating
graphical method of finding favored transitions.

The formulas for the non-harmonic oscillator can be obtained by
successive approximations in a purely analytical way but it is easier to
resort to an approximate graphical method. V„(r) and V2(r) are supposed
to have been determined, in the neighborhood of ro& and r02 respectively
from the analysis of the energy levels of the band system. Suppose these

plotted on the same piece of paper. Also suppose the vibrational energy
levels marked off as in Fig. i. Then when the molecule vibrates in either
electronic state with a known number of quanta it is easy to see what
the amplitude of the motion is, for from the energy integral, p=o when

V(r) =W

if 8' is the energy of the vibratory motion. It is at the two extreme
positions that the vibrator spends most of the time, i.e., the electronic
transition is most likely to occur when the vibrator is in one of these
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extreme positions. At these extreme values of r for a vibratory motion
given by V2(r), if U&(r) is suddenly made the law governing the motion

then one sees directly from the figure what will be the amplitude and
hence the energy of the new motion. Thus two most probable transitions
are determined for each value of the quantum number in the initial
state.

This graphical method, as will appear later, indicates how very
sensitive the theory is to slight uncertainties in the functions, V(r).
In the next section are given the details of the application of the theory
to all systems for which the necessary data are available.

4. APPLICATION TO KNOWN SYSTEMS

It will now be seen how far the model employed accounts for the main
observed features of intensity distribution in band systems. These have

Fig. 2. Typical distribution of intensity in band system
(n' ordinates, downward; n", abscissas).

been discussed by Birge' who points out that it is a general rule that
for each value of n' (the quantum number of the initial state for emission)
there are two preferred values of n' —n". On a double entry table as
normally used, the n' being plotted downward as ordinates and the
n" to the left as abscissas the locus of the strong bands is a parabolic
looking curve; i.e. , the strong bands form a locus somewhat like the
shaded part in Fig. 2. The size of this general locus with regard to the
coordinate scale varies greatly from system to system, the branches being
coincident for SiN, slightly separated for A10, widely separated for CO
while the scale for iodine is so great that only the part near the origin
(a in the figure) is known. In this section the connection between these
observed distributions and the theoretical predictions will be examined.

' Birge, Phys. Rev. 25, 240 (1925), Abstract No. 23, also Chap. IV, Sec. 4, Report
on molecular spectra.
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The band systems to be treated are in order, SiN, silicon nitride;
A10, aluminum oxide; CO, 4th positive group of carbon; I~, iodine;
also 02, Schumann-Runge system, CN, violet cyanogen; CO+, first

negative group of carbon, N2, second positive group of nitrogen and

N2+, first negative group of nitrogen. Of these nine systems, the first
four are typical of the increasing scale of the intensity distribution and

are discussed in greater detail. In CO and I2 the deviations from the
harmonic law of force are considerable. For these cases corrections for
the deviations are discussed as fully as the data allow. For the remaining

five systems the observed intensity data together with the theoretical
curve calculated from an assumption of harmonic force law are presented
as additional examples of the semi-quantitative correctness of the theory.

10

Qo

Fig. 3. The band system of silicon nitride.

In Table I are collected together all of the molecular constants which

are needed for a discussion of the systems according to the harmonic

force 1aw. In every case the figures are taken from a large table of

constants in Chapter IV of the National Research Council Report on

Molecular Spectra. In the last four columns of the table are given the
four constants A, 'J3, C, D which occur in the formula for n" in terms of
&' as computed for the emission process. C.G.S. units are employed.
A quantity with ' refers to the initial state and "to the final state of the
emission process. co" is the v& of the previous section expressed in cm '

instead of sec—', similarly for co"' and v2.

Turning now to the first system, one has available the estimated in-

tensities by Mulliken. These are plotted in Fig. 3. Here there is but a
~ Mulliken, Phys. Rev. 26, 319 (1925); Jevons, Proc. Roy. Soc. 89A, 18/ (1913—14).
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single ridge of strong bands. The figure
shows the curve of most probable values
of n" as a function of n', calculated from

the molecular constants according to the
theory. As the theoretically double-

. branched curve is here scarcely an
integer in width, it is natural that the
double branch should have merged into
one for the rough correspondence in

question. This molecule is one which

shows a doubling of the lower branch
due to the cos 20 term in the formula.
The strong bands coincide exactly with

this doubled line.
The next typical case is that of alumi-

num oxide. Here the experimental data
both of Birge and also of Eriksson and
Hulthen show clearly the double ridge
of strong bands. " Here the curve
computed from the molecular constants
for the locus of the strong bands is open
enough so that the branches should ap-
pear distinct, as in fact they are. The
lower branch of the theoretical curve
agrees precisely with the data, while the
upper branch is slightly high. This
distribution of intensity is by far the
most common in the systems of bands
which have thus far been analyzed on
the quantum theory, as can be seen in

Table I from inspection of the table of
values of A, 8, C, and D.

Extending the sequence of increasing
scale for the distribution curve, the next
example is the great system of the
fourth positive group of carbon which

is now known to be due to carbon mo-

"Birge has made estimates from unpublished
spectrograms taken by him at the University
of Wisconsin. Also Eriksson and Hulthen, Zeits.
f. Physik 34, 775 (1925).
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noxide. " In this one system, which extends from about 2650A to 1300A
there are known more than 150 different bands. The great extent of this
system over the frequency scale (40,OOO cm ') naturally furnishes a severe
test of any intensity theory, Unfortunately there are here no even semi-
quantitative intensity data. In fact no one observer has ever photo-
graphed the entire system. Because of its great extent, however, the
main features of the distribution are indicated by a diagram which shows
simply which bands are observed. This accordingly has been done in

Fig. 6. The full line gives the curve of the intensity distribution as
computed by the simple theory based on the harmonic law of force.

p

n'

Fig. 4. The band system of A10.

The analysis of the fine structure of the bands is so incomplete that
it is only possible in a rough way to find the corrections due to deviations
from the harmonic force law. In fact no fine structure work has been
carried out on this system. Data on the initial state may be obtained
since this, according to the analysis of Birge, is also the final state of
the Angstrom CO bands. The moment of inertia in the final state is
obtained from the infra-red CO rotation vibration bands. Besides the
data given in Table I, the following figures on the 4th positive group
are used in this work:

x'o)"= 17.24
x"co"'= 12.703

~'= 0.023

A =?.

By means of the formulas for the coefficients in the law of force already
given, it is possible from these data to compute force law curves for both

"Birge, Nature ll'7) 229 (1926); Lowry, J.O.S.A. 8) 647 (1924).
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states, but with some ambiguity and considerable uncertainty in the
final state, for which no n value is known. Writing the expansion for the
potential energy in the form

U = 242(f f0) +243(f f0) + 24(4f f0) +
in which the unit of energy is spectroscopic wave numbers (cm ') while

(f—fp) is expressed in Angstrom units one readily finds from the formulas

previously given the following expressions for I& u& and u4 in terms of
the band structure constants:

Qg=
10—"V"(fp)—= [0.95641—3](40"14)

2!h.
10 24V"'(fp) t' cxcuo

[0.27924 1]N2&Bppl +1
3!h & 68o~ )

10 "U'v(fp) 1 (5 8 2:'i

4!hc na E4 3 cuoP

In these expressions the unit of p is 10 " gm as in Table I, and the
quantities in brackets are the logarithms of the coefficients of the cor-

responding quantities.
When the formulas are applied to the known data for the initial state

in CO one obtains the following values:

N~' ——2.30X10'
u&' ———6.00 "
u4' ——+8.84 "

For the final state a value of o. is lacking. In computing the potential
energy curve what seems like a reasonable value of n has been used,
namely 0.02. This compares well with the known values for systems
which have been analyzed. The coefEi.cients found on this assumption are:

n~" ——4.718X 10'
I"=—12.59 "
N4" = +25. 66 "

In Fig. 5 are drawn to scale the potential energy curves of the initial
and final states in a form suitable for the application of the graphical
method of predicting the intensity distribution. In Fig. 6 is given in

the curve marked "corrected law" the theoretical positio'n of the two
ridges of intense bands as obtained by this method. It is clear that the
corrected law improves the agreement for the lower branch while leaving
almost unaltered the good fit of the other branch.
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x"co' "'=0.592

Passing now to the band system of iodine, " the largest known band
system, it is essential to use the higher terms in the law of force since the
change in the moment of inertia between the initial and the final states
is very large.

The calculations make use of the following data in addition to that
given in the table:

n' =0.00015 x'~'&' =085
n" =0.00011

(Cm I)
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Fig. 5. The potential energy curves for the two electronic states involved
in the fourth positive group of carbon (CO).

The resulting values of the coefficients in the potential energy function
are:

Initial
u: +1.537 X 10'

03.' —2.906

+3.580

Final
+4.313X104

—6.002

+4.014

"The analysis is due to Mecke, Ann. d. Physik 71, 104 (1923),with Loomis' revision
of the quantum assignment. The values of 80' and n are due to Loomis (Chapter VI,
Report on Molecular Spectra), that of a", however, having been previously given by
Kratzer and Sudholt, Zeits. f. Physik 33, 144 (1925). As Loomis points out, the values
of u are quite uncertain. For new observations on resonance spectra, see Dymond,
Zeits. f. Physik, 34, 553 (1925).
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As in the case of CO, there are no intensity measurements available for
this system of bands. The data are due to Mecke and give Inerely the
presence or absence of the various bands. The system is thus plotted
i»ig. 7. Here the data are for the absorption spectrum rather than for
emission as in the examples previously given. To be consistent with the
other examples, however, the terms "initial" and "final" in the foregoing
set of constants have been chosen so as to refer to the emission process.
In the absorption process, n" becomes the initial quantum number and
n' the final. Mecke has already commented on the peculiar intensity
distribution in I~, his Fig. 4 contrasting it with the more typical dis-

0
RO

Fig. 6. The observed bands of the fourth positive group of carbon.

tribution of intensity of the violet CN-system. The distribution of in-

tensity is, of course, profoundly modified by the distribution of the
molecules among the initial states. This accounts for the great observed
decrease in intensity of successive n' progressions, for increasing values
of n".

The curve in Fig. 7 is that which is obtained by the graphical process,
using the potential energy curves given by the foregoing set of constants.
Here evidently is a wide discrepancy between theory and experiment.
The discrepancy may be removed by an alteration in the assignment of
vibrational quantum numbers. Mecke's assignment of values of n"
is greater by four than the one, due to Loomis, on which the calculations
have been based. Mecke's zero of n" was chosen to include a place for
four anti-Stokes terms in Wood's resonance spectrum. But if the theoreti-
cal intensity curve derived from Loomis' assignment is correct it is clear
that a molecule in the zero-state initially would favor a transition to
an energy state in excess of that required for the dissociation process.
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This suggests that when the molecule absorbs light from the unexcited
non-vibrating state it is always dissociated and no bands are obtained;
It is therefore possible that lower vibrational states exist which con-
tribute, by absorption from them, only to the continuous spectrum of
iodine. The existence of such lower states is called for, of course, if there
are really the so-called anti-Stokes terms in the resonance spectrum of
Iodi~e. Loomis has, however, given an analysis of the resonance doublets
which makes it appear that what were believed to be anti-Stokes terms
in the n' = 26 progression are really due to the excitation of some lines
out of other n' progressions. Dymond has recorded observations of

n'
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Fig. 7. The absorption bands of iodine (I~).

anti-Stokes terms in resonance spectra excited by other lines than the

green mercury line. It remains to be seen whether Loomis' analysis
can be applied to them. It is clear that, since the theory here presented

gives the same favored An values for absorption as for emission, transi-
tions involving the lower levels in the unexcited state would not appear
in the fluorescent spectrum for the same reason that they are not in-

volved in the fully quantized absorption spectrum. Thus it is to be
expected that anti-Stokes terms mill not appear even though the necessary
levels may exist in the molecule.

It is easy to see that a rather small change in the assignment of quan-

tum numbers mill make the theory agree with experiment. Full calcu-

lations were parried out for the pygmy: jg. whjch the n" values were increased
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by 5 and the n' by 30. It was found that the discrepancy was about
the same but in the other direction. Therefore a good fit could be ob-

tained by some reassignment which makes smaller changes in n' and
n". It seems, however, that agreement on the intensities calls for re-

assignment of both n' and n", since calculations show that good its are
not obtained if n' alone is altered. Iodine, then, may be tentatively re-

garded as in agreement with the theory. *

This completes the consideration of the four main sizes of the typical
intensity distribution. Of the remaining Ave, the Schumann-Runge
system of oxygen is much like that of iodine in that an unusually large
change in the moment of inertia occurs during the electron transition.
The other four are medium sized systems like that of A1O.

n"

0 0 O

Fig. 8. The violet cyanogen system (CN).

The Schumann-Runge bands of oxygen are quite incompletely known. "
This name is here given to the system whose n" =0 progression is known

in absorption by the researches of Schumann and others and whose
n'=0 progression was photographed in emission by Runge. The recog-
nition of the fact that the Runge and Schumann bands are part of one

system is due to Mulliken. The data on the absorption bands has recently
been extended by the work of Leifson as interpreted by Birge. All that
can be said here is that in absorption Leifson's strongest bands run

from n' =9 to a limit at n' = 21 with continuous spectrum beyond.
Similarly the emission bands measured by Runge correspond to large
values of An, the actual bands being n' =0, n" =11 to 17. Here is evi-

dently a preference for large values of 5n which is quite in accord with

the theory of this paper. The one structure analysis of the bands thus

'~ Schumann, Smithsonian Contrib. 29, no. 1413 (1903); Runge, Physica 1, 254
(1921);Mulliken, Private communication to Professor Birge; Leifson, Astrophys. J.63,
73 (192&); Fuchtbauer and Holm, Phys, Zeits. 26, 345 (1925); Report on Molecular
Spectra Chap. IV Section 7.

+ See note on p. 1201.
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far permits only the use of parabolic V(r) curves, but these, when com-

puted from the data of Table I show that in absorption the most probable
transition is that beyond dissociation. The calculation shows that from
the n" =0 state the molecule in the absorption process tends to take up
over 1.2 volts of vibrational energy or 0.4 volts in excess of that needed
for dissociation in the excited state for these bands. Similarly the curves
indicate for the n'=0 progression of emission bands a large Dn, much

larger in fact than that indicated directly by the Runge bands. Here the
higher terms in the force law will undoubtedly operate to reduce the
theoretical An, so that in this system there is as good agreement as can
be hoped for in the present state of analysis of the bands.

10

n'

O~ O~

Q~ Qw Qz

I" ig. 9. The first negative group of carbon {CO+).

The remaining four band systems to be considered present no new

features of special interest. They are shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 in which

the intensities are, when given, simply rough visual estimates from the
plates. The theoretical curve in each case is based on the formula which

assumes simple harmonic oscillators. The data for CN (Fig. 8), are
from Heurlinger. "

The intensities given for CO+ (Fig. 9) as well as the molecular con-

stants used are based on the work of Blackburn and Johnson. " It is

important to note that the theory predicts the existence of some strong
emission bands in the far ultraviolet, along the lower branch of the
theoretical curve. The single-branched intensity distribution the writer
believes is entirely a consequence of the lack of complete experimental
data. The intensity estimates for the second positive group of nitrogen
(Fig. 10) are due to Birge, being made from inspection of spectrograms
taken by E. P. Lewis. '

,
'4 Kayser's Handbuch, v, 5, p. 190.
'" Johnson, Proc. Roy. Soc. 108A, 343 (1925)' Blackbufn Proc Nat Acacl 11,

28 (1925).
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The data on the first negative group of nitrogen (Fig. 11) are due to
Merton and Pilley. "

In conclusion it seems permissible to claim that the theory outlined

here gives a satisfactory semi-quantitative correlation between the

0&

Fig. 10. The second positive group of nitrogen (N2).

intensity distribution in band systems and the positional structure of the
systems by means of a definite mechanical picture of the processes
governing transition probabilities. The only previous attempt at a
theoretical treatment of this topic is that of Lenz" who gave, by applica-
tion of the correspondence principle to an over-simplified molecular

0

n

Fig. 1j.. The first negative group of nitrogen (N2+).

model, some general formulas which, however, were incapable of numeri-
cal application to specific cases. On the other hand, Lenz' theory does
lead to an understanding of the many and seemingly irregular alterna-
tions of intensity in the n = 26 progression of the iodine emission spec-

"Merton and Pilley, Phil. Mag. 50, 195 (j.925).
'~ Lenz, Zeits. f. Phys. 25, 299 {1924).
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trum (Wood's resonance spectrum). This is a thing which is wholly

unclear in terms of the theory given here.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor R. T.

Birge who has generously given me the benefit of his knowledge of band
spectra and their quantum interpretation. It is also appropriate again
to call attention to the fact that my work is merely an extension of a
leading thought on this subject by Professor J. Franck.

VNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS,

July 27, 1926.

Note added to proof Since .—this was written I have learned of the
experiments of H. Kuhn (Zeits. f. Physik 39, 77 (1926)) which seem
to show conclusively that the long series of absorption bands which
have a convergence limit really do come from the lowest vibration
level so that the values of n" cannot be altered as suggested on page
1198.

G OTTINGEN)

November 8, 1926.


